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Synopsis 

 
A behind-the-scenes documentary about the making of the 1993 independent film, Household Saints, The 
Many Miracles of Household Saints was created by a first-time feature director with unique qualifications and 
talents for the assignment. Martina Savoca-Guay is not only the daughter of the producer and director of 
Household Saints, she was — in a way — on the film set. Savoca-Guay is the baby that director Nancy Savoca 
was carrying during the film’s production, and as a newborn she spent days in the editing room with her 
parents 
 



 
 

 
 

Production Notes 

 
When director Nancy Savoca and producer Richard Guay regained the rights to Household Saints and were able 
to retrieve original picture and sound elements from the vault of the film’s first distributor, they discovered 
among the 100 or so boxes of materials a set of Beta SP tapes that held original EPKs (electronic press kits) that 
contained behind-the-scenes footage from the film set and interviews with the filmmakers, executive producer 
Jonathan Demme, and cast members Tracey Ullman, Vincent D’Onofrio, Lili Taylor and Judith Malina. After 
watching the EPKs, Dennis Doros and Amy Heller of Milestone Films, who were restoring and re-releasing 
Household Saints, suggested that these 
interviews and footage, combined with the 
original trailer and new restoration, might 
form the basis of a making-of bonus feature. 
Savoca then had the idea that her filmmaker 
daughter could take on the project, which 
quickly grew into a feature-length 
documentary.  
 
Savoca-Guay began by interviewing her 
parents and Francine Prose, the author of the 
novel on which Household Saints was based. 
For her, that process inevitably entailed food 
— both the novel and the film revolve around the making of sausage. A conversation between mother and 
daughter filmmakers was shot at the kitchen stove, a pan of sausage frying under the watchful eyes of portraits 
of their great-great grandmothers. And Savoca-Guay filmed her subjects sitting down at the table to share food.  
 
Taking old VHS tapes off her family’s shelves, Savoca-Guay discovered material shot by her aunt and her cousin, 
who were on location to act as extras in Household Saints.  She also sorted through boxes of family photos. “In 
many ways, Martina’s baby album was the photo album for Household Saints,” recalled Guay.  
 

Savoca and Guay credit their unborn daughter, Savoca-
Guay, for getting their feature financed in the first 
place: “The baby was coming and that meant the film 
had to be greenlit by a certain date or it wouldn’t 
exist,“ said Savoca. “And that sense of urgency, the 
requirement to make a decision, is what motivated all 
of the pieces to fall into place.” Looking through the 
archives of Savoca and executive producer Jonathan 
Demme at the University of Michigan, Guay uncovered  
evidence of the mistakes he had made in planning to 
create a baby and a movie at the same time.  
 



 
 

 
 

Savoca-Guay had to come to terms with how she felt about her parents’ film and about how tied it was to her 
own childhood. “I was often referred to as the ‘Household Saints baby,’ when I was growing up, but I could 
hardly remember even seeing the film.” To create her documentary, she watched it over and over‚ first to 
experience it as a viewer, then to dissect it and cull bits and pieces of relevant material to make a film of her 
own — all while finding her place in the story.  
 
The result, much like the film it’s based on, is a story that opens outward — beginning with an undergraduate 
film student’s desire to make a movie from her favorite novel and ending with a look at what it feels like to find 
your place in a generational line. 
 
 

From Nancy Savoca 

(Nancy Savoca, photo by Colleen Sturtevant 
courtesy of New York Film Festival 2023) 
 
“When we were shooting Household Saints, 
the idea of having an electronic press kit, or 
EPK, crew show up on set was a new one. It 
was designed to give audiences a behind-the-
scenes look at how movies were made. The 
crews would film us filming. Their story was 
showing us telling our story. Camera crossed 
with camera, director with director — we 
mirrored each other’s moves. It made me 
nervous and self-conscious. 
 
Why would an anyone want to see the magician’s tricks? Not to mention the sweat on the brow of all of us 
tightrope walkers — focused on the impossible tasks before us. How entertaining could I possibly be when I 
just spent two hours focused on a close-up of hands kneading fake sausage meat? 
 
They sat me down during lunch one day and asked me a lot of questions. I rambled through responses 
thinking, ‘If you ask me tomorrow, I’ll have totally different answers. Will these be true? Will those be true? 
Will they all be true?’ 
 
But now, as I watch the documentary that Martina, along with her talented editor Ben, fashioned from that 
very footage, I am so moved. I could never have imagined that 30 years later the baby kicking inside my belly 
would make a movie with that footage. And in those images of our interviews, old and new, of Judith and 
Jonathan and my parents — all now gone — I keep seeing glimpses of my daughter, of her explorations, her 
questions, her observations. They run like a current throughout because, as it turns out, she is a part of the 



 
 

 
 

story. It’s her story, too. And as I watch new audiences watch the movie, I see it become theirs as well.” 
 
 

Director’s Statement from Martina Savoca-Guay 

 
“The Many Miracles of Household Saints is the most meaningful project I’ve ever worked on, for obvious 
reasons one could say. My parents were pregnant with me throughout the making of their film Household 
Saints. I arrived in the middle of post-production. I grew up hearing about this time — I was commonly referred 
to as ‘the Household Saints baby’ when meeting adults I didn’t know — but I never felt a true connection to 
the film before now. In fact, out of the films my parents have made, Household Saints is the only one I don’t 
remember watching as a kid. 
  
In the time I spent making this film, its meaning was constantly evolving for me. It was like hearing an old 
family story for the first time and getting answers to questions you didn’t know you had. It was like looking at a 
photo of an ancestor and seeing your own features in their face. 
 
Now that it’s out in the world, to me the significance of this documentary lies in the importance of preserving 
our stories, and in trusting that a story will always find the people that need it when they need it most, so long 
as it keeps being shared.” 
 

Martina Savoca-Guay, director 

 
Martina Savoca-Guay has worked in production for more than ten years. Her 
career has spanned film, television, and commercials — for companies such as 
Vice Media, VaynerMedia, Killer Films Media, Scripps Network and Synima. 
 
Most notably, she has written and directed two short films – Chloe and Half-
Light, and she produced and directed two web series and two podcasts for 
William Morris Endeavor based on the Together Live Tour, both sponsored by 
Proctor & Gamble. The Many Miracles of Household Saints is Savoca-Guay’s 
first feature film. 
 
 
(Nancy Savoca and Martina Savoca-Guay, photo by Colleen Sturtevant courtesy 
of New York Film Festival 2023)  



 
 

 
 

Milestone Film & Video 

 
In 34 years in film distribution and restoration, Milestone has built a rep-
utation for releasing classic cinema masterpieces, groundbreaking docu-
mentaries, and American independent features. Thanks to the com-
pany’s work in rediscovering and releasing important films such as 
Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep, Kent Mackenzie’s, The Exiles, Mikhail 
Kalatozov’s I Am Cuba, Marcel Ophuls’ The Sorrow and the Pity, the Mar-
iposa Film Group’s Word is Out, Ayoka Chenzira’s Alma’s Rainbow, and 
Alfred Hitchcock’s Bon Voyage and Aventure Malgache, Milestone has 
long occupied a position as one of the country’s most influential inde-
pendent distributors. Important contemporary artists who have co-pre-

sented Milestone restorations include Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, Barbara Kopple, Steven 
Soderbergh, Thelma Schoonmaker, Jonathan Demme, Dustin Hoffman, and Charles Burnett. 
 
In 1995, Milestone received the first Special Archival Award from the National Society of Film Critics 
for its restoration and release of I Am Cuba. Manohla Dargis at LA Weekly chose Milestone as the 
1999 “Indie Distributor of the Year.” In 2004, the National Society of Film Critics awarded Milestone 
with a Film Heritage award. That same year the International Film Seminars presented the company 
its prestigious Leo Award and the New York Film Critics Circle voted the company a Special Award “in 
honor of 15 years of restoring classic films.” In November 2007, Milestone was awarded the Fort Lee 
Film Commission’s first Lewis Selznick Award for contributions to film history. In January 2008, the 
Los Angeles Film Critics Association chose to give its first Legacy of Cinema Award “to Dennis Doros 
and Amy Heller of Milestone Film & Video for their tireless efforts on behalf of film restoration and 
preservation.” And in March 2008, Milestone was honored by Anthology Film Archive for its work in 
preservation. 
 
The company won Best Rediscovery in the Il Cinema Ritrovato DVD Awards for its release of Winter 
Soldier in 2006 and again in 2010 for The Exiles. In 2015, Il Cinema Ritrovato honored Milestone for 
Best Blu-ray, for the Project Shirley series. In 2011, Milestone was the first distributor ever chosen for 
two Film Heritage Awards in the same year by the National Society of Film Critics for the releases of 
On the Bowery and Word is Out. The American Library Association selected Word is Out for its Nota-
ble Videos for Adults, the first classic film ever so chosen. 
 
In December 2012, Milestone became the first two-time winner of the prestigious New York Film Crit-
ics’ Circle’s “Special Award” and also received another National Society of Film Critics Film Heritage 
Award, this time for the company’s work restoring, preserving and distributing the films of iconoclast 
director Shirley Clarke. In 2019, Doros and Heller were honored with the Art House Convergence’s 



 
 

 
 

Spotlight Lifetime Achievement Award and the Denver Silent Film Festival’s David Shepard Career 
Achievement Award. In 2023, Milestone received the Ambler Cinematic Arts Award.  
 
In 2009, Dennis Doros was elected as one of the Directors of the Board of the Association of the Mov-
ing Image Archivists (AMIA) and established the organization’s press office in 2010. He served three 
terms on the board.  In 2016, he was honored with AMIA’s William O’Farrell Award in recognition for 
services to the field. From 2017–2021, Doros served as President of AMIA, and on the board of Co-
ordinating Council of Audio-Visual Archives Associations. From 2018–2021, Doros was a member of 
the National Film Preservation Board, which helps select the Library of Congress’s yearly additions to 
the National Film Registry. 
 
Heller and Doros have lectured internationally on the importance of saving and screening films out-
side the mainstream. In recent years, Milestone premiered pristine restorations of Nancy Savoca’s 
Household Saints, David Schickele’s Bushman, Bridgett Davis’ Naked Acts, Mikhail Kalatozov’s I Am 
Cuba; Lois Weber’s Shoes and The Dumb Girl of Portici; Kathleen Collins’s Losing Ground; George T. 
Nierenberg’s Say Amen, Somebody and No Maps on My Taps; the films of Rob Epstein and Jeffrey 
Friedman, including the Oscar®-winning Common Threads, Ayoka Chenzira’s Alma’s Rainbow, and El-
eanor Antin’s The Man without a World. They produced Ross Lipman’s acclaimed essay film Notfilm.  
 
In 2021, Milestone entered into a distribution agreement with Kino Lorber, which has allowed co-
founders Doros and Heller more time to focus on the rediscovery and restoration of films that will de-
light viewers and challenge the cinematic canon. The pair — along with filmmakers Nancy Savoca, 
Rich Guay, Ira Deutchman, Mary Harron, Geoffrey Fletcher, and attorney Susan Bodine — have also 
been actively involved in the founding of a new non-profit organization, Missing Movies, dedicated to 
addressing the current cinephile’s dilemma — thousands of films that are no longer available to the 
public. 
 

“They care and they love movies.” — Martin Scorsese 
 

“Among the distributors dedicated to the preservation and circulation of classic cinema, none de-
serves more commendation and affection than Milestone Film & Video, founded by Dennis Doros and 

Amy Heller in 1990.” — David Sterritt, Quarterly Review of Film and Video 
 
 
©2024 Milestone Film & Video Contact: Dennis Doros, Milestone Film, dennis@milestonefilms.com 


